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Abstract: Quality of infill design in historical district has been debating for recent decades, the degree of
replication and contrast in building features to achieve visual harmony, still is an issue that experts and public
involving with it. For designing a new building in historical context an important aspect is considered contextual
design. Previous studies have focused on compatibility of new buildings and their surroundings but none of
them focused on the historical district that need to preserve cultural values. This study tries to compare
preference ratings of experts and residents in the contextual relationship between the new building and
historical surroundings and the degree of replication from context to the new infil design. Methodologically,
a  case  study  approach  was  adopted  and  100 experts and 204 residents of historical context participated in
the survey. The findings of this research show that among experts and residents although there are differences
in  degree  of  replication  in  building  cues,  but  both  groups  have  rated  same  to some physical elements.
The findings of this research can give better understanding in formulating the frameworks toward establishing
the design guidelines for architectural intervention in such urban historic environment.
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INTRODUCTION discussions about the proper way to approach a historic

New buildings and settlements are built every day to usable space for a new or expanding use [2].
serve both individual people and social groups in the For the new addition into urban historical context,
performance of the daily activities of life. The appearance there are no simple rules for achieving quality of design in
of a building is affected by social and economic systems the new addition, although a clear and coherent
and symbolizes personal and public attitudes toward the relationship of all the parts of the new work to the whole,
quality of life; buildings also affect people's activities, as well as to the setting into which it is introduced is
their values and their behavior. City officials, design essential. New work should aspire to a quality of design
professionals and groups of the public interested in and execution related to its setting, which may be valued
architectural issues and concerned about the visual both now and in the future. In shaping the built
quality and the future of their cities. These groups have environment it is important to have a responsibility to
been discussing about issue of newly erected projects' past, present and future generations [1]. Therefore, Infill
harmony with their older settings and their aesthetic effect work or design in a historic context should be linked the
on the livability and attractiveness of their localities to past to the present and projects into the future.This
achieve a successful and enjoyable relationship between neither implies nor precludes working in traditional or new
new and old architecture [1]. This issue becomes more ways, but demands respect for the significance of a place
sensitive when a new construction wants to add within in its setting [3].
historic district or areas contain a significant number of Around forty years ago, with the increased
historic buildings. Intervention to historic contexts awareness of historic preservation, also came an
especially addition and infill design have always been a increased consciousness of the need to be able to design
big issue in the preservation field. There have been many new buildings which are compatible with historic

context when it is in need of development to create more
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buildings, the issue of fitness between new and old in their built environment [1]. Therefore, this research
architecture became widely debated among architects, deals with the visual qualities of new construction among
planners, designers, theorists, historians, critics and historical context of cities. The perception of visual
preservationists; and clearly "contextualism" became a environmental qualities can elicit positive or negative,
recurrent theme discussed in the architectural literature affective reactions in observers. Therefore, it is necessary
[1]. Contextuality in architecture is generally taken to that identify the basic principles and elements of
imply continuity and interweaving between a building and contextualism that can be affected on visual harmony and
its surroundings. Within architecture, context involves aesthetic fitness in historic surroundings.
the special relationship of a building to its specific The work on perception and evaluation is based on
neighbors, as well as the building's relationship to its site, the psychological concept that what we perceive is the
as made visible in its physical appearance and its result of an interaction between the physical environment
morphological shape. Contextualism refers to the need to and the person. External and internal factors could cause
have contemporary architecture be sensitive to the differences in the outcome of this interaction [8].
context surrounding it. Brolin in his book "Architecture in According to Nasar an individual’s experience of a
Context: Fitting New Buildings with Old" mentioned that building depends on an interaction between its features
Contextual design emphasizes compatibility, encouraging and the individual’s previous knowledge structures of
new structures to respect the scale, height, setback, experience related to the particular class of building [9].
materials and overall detailing of surrounding older Most research about perception of the built environment
buildings [4]. Tyler emphasizes that “When designing an has been carried out on the aesthetic preferences for
addition to a historic building, or even a new building in buildings exteriors and natural landscapes [10], [11].
a historic district, an architect or designer should look Architectural aesthetic is a coherent system of criteria
carefully at the question of contextualism” [5]. With this which are formal and symbolic at the same time. The
definition issue of compatibility and fittingness is the formal is concerned with questions of proportion,
main aspect of contextualism. harmony and contrast, etc... The symbolic is concerned

Generally, Contextual architecture is here defined as with heuristic symbolism. Both of these aspects of
architecture that strengthens relationships with its aesthetics must be dealt with in an investigation of the
specific site or its broader physical, or visual, environment issue of fitness [12]. The distinction between formal and
to create a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts; symbolic aspects is not as obvious as it might seem: in
in this paradigm allowable aspects of contextualism might many cases, the two blend together. Each has a place in
relate to its ideological setting (such as history or a discussion of the relationship between the building
possibly its function), or its environmental setting, while elements and their surroundings. Thus, it is important to
remaining in the visual realm [6]. With this broad examine and understand what is really meant by each.
definition of contextualism Eleishe considered two main Such an examination will help to identify the factors that
fundamental approaches for contextual design in urban affect the interpretation of the aesthetic fitness of a
historical context: replication and contrast that for building in its historical context.
replication there are four subset approaches. In addition, It can be concluded that the issue of architectural
some professionals like Davies and Semes have compatibility should be considered from a theoretical as
considered a range between compatibility and well as a practical point of view, as the aesthetic or visual
differentiation and divided to some main approaches relationships between the new designed buildings and
between them [2, 7]. their older adjacent structures. Therefore, visual harmony

Evaluating Contextual Fitness: Fitness in architecture is or between new additions and the original buildings will
defined as the harmonious relationship between new infill the focus of the present research study.
buildings or additions to existing settings. Contemplating
the definition of contextualism and harmonious Conceptual Framework for Measuring Fitness and
relationships in light of the different theories of visual Design Strategy: Recently, in the debate about
perception, one can identify some common themes that development of urban historical context, to maintain city's
run through both. Contextually compatible buildings, historic architectural traits, professionals and academics
which harmonize rather than quarrel with their neighbors, have largely resorted to contextualism, both as a
are  therefore  an asset needed and appreciated by people philosophic concept and as a design mean [13].

between new infill structures and their adjacent neighbors
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According to Yan as a “philosophic concept, principles of spatial organization, massing and style with
contextualism, is adopted to provide an effective way to issues of interior and exterior design. The result of
transcend the meanings that are embedded in the context elements can be analyzed in terms of the degree to which
of historical architectural characteristics; As a design a proposed design replicates or contrasts with the existing
means, contextualism is used as a method to bring about context [1]. This study has been used this framework for
sympathetic creations that blend into their surroundings measuring preference of respondents to the degree of
instead of destroying them” [13]. Therefore, the major replicating from historical surroundings in new building
concerns of contextualism in architecture are expressed, design, but with new categorization. Also Groat’s
first, in how buildings reflect the character of the place conceptual framework has paid more attention to formal
and, second, the expression of formal association between cues of building and less attention to the symbolic
the new buildings and their surroundings through the use aspects of contextual relationships. Because of this
of conventional building elements [14]. The former is matter, the author adds some symbolic building features
facilitated by expressing similarities between a new that there were especially in the case study of this
building and its surroundings in tends of physical research and identify by Ardalan et al. [17]. These
characteristics, such as; size, shape, color, massiveness, elements were ‘geometric pattern’, ‘arabesque pattern’
horizontality, freedom, light quality, topography, and ‘calligraphy pattern’.
percentage of shaded and green areas, etc. The second is Summarily, for contextual compatibility in historical
facilitated by expressing formal associations between a context, the main factor is the degree of replication and
new building and its surroundings by using conventional contrast between new building features and its context in
building elements similar to those of the surroundings, formal and symbolic aspects. Therefore, identifying
such as arch, column, roof, window, door, material, etc. characters of place and building elements which are

Systematic analysis or the buildings set in terms of affected more on aesthetic fitness, also the level of their
their design strategies followed using the conceptual replication and contrast from surrounding can be
framework developed by Groat [7, 15, 16]. According to contribute to achieve visual harmony in historical context.
Groat, the intention for developing the conceptual Because of this matter, the present research study will be
framework is "to provide a coherent and systematic focused on physical characters of place and formal and
device for analyzing the contextual design strategy of any symbolic association of building cues to reach
given building". The framework is organized hierarchically compatibility between new infill structures and their
and its three major subheadings represent the design adjacent historic neighbors. Therefore, based on Groat’s
variables according to the degree of control the architect conceptual framework, 31 building characters were
is usually able to exercise over them. selected to identify the most important elements of

These factors categorized into three parts; “Given contextual design relationships and degree of replication
factor”, “Design Parameter”, “Design Strategy”. Based on for achieving contextual compatibility in urban historical
Groat’s framework, the first one represents the three major context.
contextual issues that are commonly beyond the
architect's control the location of the project, its type and MATERIALS AND METHODS
the its size. Second one comprises two issues over which
the architect can usually maintain some control. Since This study tries to identify the physical elements
both issues usually depend on other aspects of the those contribute to achieving formal aesthetic fitness and
environment that are beyond the scope of the project, the also explores the effect of symbol aesthetic on new
architect is usually constrained to a certain extent in building in historical context. This research considered
his/her design approaches. Prominence of the project is preference of contextual compatibility among two main
usually influenced by the three factors of the first groups that involving with historical context more than
segment, size, location and type of the building. Also others; residents and experts. Resident who is living in
third one contains the issues which are under the historical context, using buildings and have a sense of
architect's control and which are usually manipulated by place with their surroundings. Methodologically, this
the designer to solve any contextual design problem. research was adopted case study approach because it
Within  this  segment, a hierarchical distinction is made deals with site specific that is the utmost importance in
between strategies and tactics. The strategies constitute architectural research [18], for this porpuse was selected
the major design elements derived by combining the basic Shiraz,   one    of   historical   city   in   Iran.   The  research
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approach to investigate the above aspects conducted a Reliabilities: Table 4 shows the internal consistency
Survey approach which experts and residents would be reliability of experts and residents. Based on Devaus
directly considered in their perceptions of new buildings' (2002) who recommended a minimum level of 0.7 Cronbach
relationships with their historical settings and their alpha values is necessary for Reliable questionnaire,
preference and attitudes toward aesthetic fitness in the since 0.915>0.7 and 0.913>0.7, the results are “good” for
built environment. Therefore this research used this study.
questionnaire as a method to identify the degree of
replication and contrast between contextual character and Similarity and Differences among Experts and Residents:
new infill design. Based on previous study by Groat [11], For finding of preference between experts and residents,
Al-Izzi [14], Elishe [1] and Torres [19], 40 contextual also differences and similarity in rating, the independent
elements were identified. The researcher reduced some Samples T-Test has been conducted. Table 5 Shows
elements that there were not in context of case study also independents sample t-test results of the7 group of
add  some  elements which there were as main elements of building features for finding significant differences
context in case study. Finally, selected 30 contextual cues between residents and experts in preference rating to
which  have  been  divided into seven categories by degree of replication in the new design in historical
“Factor analysis”. Based on this, thirty one research context.
questions and five personal questions were given to both Based on Table 5, there are significant differences
groups. The  respondents  were  requested  to  score  to between residents and experts in Mass elements, Space
30 building cues which they prefer to replicate to the new elements and ornaments. Also Table 5 demonstrates that
building in their ideal design. there were not significant differences in Overall façade

All questions were rated using a 5-point scale, the style, Islamic patterns and sensory elements between
labels for the points on the scale varied but in all cases a both groups.
rating of 1 was the lowest or the most negative Based on Table 5, could be discussed that for Space
assessment and a rating of "5" was the highest or the elements with mean difference (MD= +0.221) and
most positive. The study's design required the Ornaments with mean difference (MD= +0.414), although,
professional’s respondents who are involved in the both respondents groups had no differences in the level
development and the building activities in the city, of replication but residents have scored higher than
especially in historical context of Shiraz, like Architects, experts. In opposite, for mass elements with mean
Urban designers, Urban planners and preservationist that difference (MD= +0.183), experts have scored higher than
100 experts participated in survey. Also 204 residents who residents. Table 7 also indicates that there were no
have been living more than 3 years in historical context of significance differences between experts and residents in
Shiraz asked about research question. In addition IBM Overall façade style, sensory elements, Islamic patterns
SPSS Statics software version 19 was used for describing and opening elements.
and analyzing data. Also this study is utilized factor
analysis and independent sample t-test for inferential Most preferred Attributes between Both Groups: Mean,
analysis of data. Standard  Deviations  of  experts  and residents for the

most preferred contextual attributes are ranked in Table 6.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION This table indicates that for example, experts preferred 12

Dependent Variables: Table 1 demonstrates the number new design and residents preferred 11 attributes of
of respondents, gender, education level based on two context higher than others to replicate in new design.
categories (Experts and Residents). Although, these attributes are same among both

Table 2 demonstrates the number of respondents and respondent groups but degree of preference is different
their Proficiency. among them as roof line was most preferred attribute

There were 30 variables of building attributes that among experts while the proportion of fenestration was
according to Groat, 12 of them divided to two groups with most preferred attribute among residents. The attributes
the name of “Mass elements” and “Space elements” with high degree of preferences are Proportion of
(Table 3) and 18 of them with Factor analysis divided to 5 fenestration, roofline, color, rhythm, texture, geometric
main groups. patterns,  façade  composition, articulation of base, shape,

attributes of context higher than others to replicate to the
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Table 1: Number of respondents, gender, marital status, education level

Gender Education
---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No of respondents Male Female Diploma Bachelor Master PhD

Designers 100 104 96 0 29 52 19
Residents 204 101 103 139 57 6 2

Table 2: Proficiency of Experts

Experts Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Architect 61 61.0 61.0
Urban planning 17 17.0 78.0
Urban Design 14 14.0 14.0
Preservationist 8 8.0 86.0

Table 3: Attributes of 7 groups of building features

Group 1: Overall Group 2: Group 3: Group 4: Islamic Group 5: Group 6: Group 7:
façade Style Opening Elements Ornaments ornament Elements Sensory elements Mass Elements Space elements

Facade composition Opening arrangement Degree of ornament/detail Calligraphy Color Size: overall scale Footprint of building on the site
Overall stylistic attributes Opening quantity Relief Geometric patterns Materials Shape Landscape circulation
Proportion of fenestration Opening shape Sculpture Arabesque patterns Texture Complexity of overall form Alignment with street
Wall continuity Opening scale Articulation of base Setback distance
Rhythm Roof line Space between old and new building

Formal projection

Table 4: Internal consistency reliability of Experts

Respondents No. of Items Cronbach's Alpha

Experts 31 0.915
Residents 31 0.913

Table 5: Independent sample t-test for 7 groups of building features between Residents and Experts

t-test for Equality of Means
Levene's Test for Equality -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
of Variances 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
-------------------------- Sig. Mean Std. ----------------------------------------------
F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Error Difference Lower Upper

Mass Elements Equal variances assumed 4.495 .035 2.210 284 .028 .18377 .08316 .02008 .34747
Equal variances not assumed 2.391 247.013 .018 .18377 .07687 .03236 .33519

Space elements Equal variances assumed 1.516 .219 -2.461 297 .014 -.22059 .08962 -.39696 -.04422
Equal variances not assumed -2.514 210.068 .013 -.22059 .08774 -.39356 -.04762

Overall facade style Equal variances assumed 6.467 .012 1.537 295 .125 .16000 .10407 -.04481 .36481
Equal variances not assumed 1.663 245.390 .098 .16000 .09624 -.02956 .34956

Opening elements Equal variances assumed 2.467 .117 .849 293 .397 .09519 .11213 -.12549 .31587
Equal variances not assumed .876 217.872 .382 .09519 .10863 -.11891 .30929

Ornaments Equal variances assumed 1.454 .229 -3.413 299 .001 -.41430 .12139 -.65318 -.17541
Equal variances not assumed -3.505 212.280 .001 -.41430 .11821 -.64731 -.18128

Islamic Patterns Equal variances assumed 1.400 .238 -.683 300 .495 -.06970 .10211 -.27064 .13124
Equal variances not assumed -.704 214.655 .482 -.06970 .09895 -.26474 .12534

Sensory elements Equal variances assumed 5.716 .017 1.665 294 .097 .19642 .11798 -.03577 .42861
Equal variances not assumed 1.787 233.229 .075 .19642 .10994 -.02019 .41303

overall stylistic attributes. Based on this table, in 10 expert did not select this element. For other attributes
attributes which mentioned above, both groups of both groups of respondents had same preferences to
respondents had same score in level of preference but for replicate and both of them selected medium or low level of
experts there were 2 more cues that preferred to replicate preference.
from context. These attributes are formal projection and Based on Table 6, the result shows that twelve
materials and for residents there is one attribute building features (out of 30 features) were preferred to
(Alignment with street) that preferred to replicate, that replicate  in  high  degree  and  eighteen  building  features
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Table 6: Mean and Standard deviation for most preferred attributes
Resident (N=204) Expert (N==100)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rank Building Attribute Mean SD Level of preference Building Attribute Mean SD Level of preference
1 Proportion of fenestration 4.00 1.079 H Roof line (mass element) 4.47 0.771 H
2 Color 3.94 1.158 H proportion of fenestration 4.31 0.677 H
3 Height (mass element) 3.92 1.086 H Rhythm 4.12 0.935 H
4 Rhythm 3.90 1.155 H Texture 4.11 0.907 H
5 Geometric patterns 3.80 1.153 H Color 4.05 0.999 H
6 Facade composition 3.77 1.223 H Geometric patterns 4.05 0.914 H
7 Articulation of base (mass element) 3.74 1.194 H Articulation of base (mass element) 3.98 1.046 H
8 Shape (mass element) 3.72 1.202 H shape (mass element) 3.95 0.999 H
9 Overall stylistic attributes 3.70 1.293 H Facade composition 3.94 1.071 H
10 Alignment with street (space element) 3.68 1.158 H Overall stylistic attributes 3.79 1.209 H
11 Texture 3.68 1.237 H Formal projection (mass element) 3.71 1.008 H
12 Materials 3.69 1.169 H

were preferred to replicate in medium or low level, it could Opposed Elishe [1] and Groat [8] residents notice
be concluded that: in contextual properties; first, residents aspects of site organization and ornaments more than
and experts have same preferences about replication of the experts. Significant differences exist between the
some building features between old and new design, both group of respondents in their perception of
second, for both groups replicating these features help to these two groups. In the other hand, although both
better fitness and visual continuity in historical context. groups agree with their perception of highly or
Based on results can be concluded that the relative moderately replicating facades as contextually
elements of design affecting on the contextual appropriate, a significant difference exists between
relationship almost are the same for both experts and the two groups in the case of highly mass elements
residents, where order elements and sensory elements are replication, where experts tend to accept these more
the most rated and ornaments and opening elements are readily than the residents does and gave high score
the least. Also some differences can be detected between to this group as one of main important of building
the two groups, for example in the Space elements, features that contribute to contextual compatibility.
Alignment with street is more noticed by the residents as In addition of formal properties that rated by both
opposed to the material that is more considered by the groups of respondents, also some symbolic elements
experts. Although, proportion of fenestration is more of historical context scored by experts and residents
rated by the residents than the experts, but roofline is that repetition of them can help to contextual
ranked as the most important element by experts. compatibility of new building among historical

surrounding. Among these elements most preferred
CONCLUSION features were style of façade composition and

The general conclusions that can be drawn from consider as expression of formal association between
comparing the experts' and the resident's score about the new buildings and their surroundings that
contextual relationships of new building’s features with mention before as one component of contextual
their historical surroundings, are as follows: design.

Both groups based on their preferences, rated to relationships for new building in historical context of
contextually fitness of buildings that replicate some Shiraz that are most important among both groups
of the design features from their surrounding are: proportion of fenestration, roofline, color, height,
structures, but there are some differences between rhythm, texture, Geometric patterns, façade
degrees of replication from context among residents composition, articulation of base, shape, overall
and experts. stylistic attributes, formal projection, materials.
Both groups agree that the replication of some facade
features and sensory elements are more effective than These findings already suggested that certain
other features on their preferences. physical aspects affect the interpretation of fitness of

geometric pattern. These symbolic elements can

Based on results, the main aspects of contextual
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architectural intervention in historical context. These are 10. Gifford, R., D. Hine, W. Muller-Clemm and K.T. Shaw,
very important findings as they give better understanding 2002. “Why architects and buildings differently:
in formulating the frameworks toward establishing the cognitive properties and physical bases”, J. Architect
guidelines for architectural intervention in such urban Plan Res., 19(2): 131-148.
environment. 11. Karmanov, D., 2009. “Feeling the Landscape: Six
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